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A New Proof of a Theorem in the Matrix Ring

1. hTIWDCCTIO". Let R be a ring and Rn be the ring of n x n matrices over R.

If \ye depote the Jacob::on radical of R by feR), then f(R). = feRn) which is a well

known fact. [1, p. 11J Its proof makes very stro1J.g use of the notion of quasi ~regu

larity. In the weak radical the0ry [2J K. Koh and A.C. Newborn stated that they had

no analogue of this notion and proofs in the weak radical theory suggest proofs of the

c1a::sical theorem which do not depend on quasi-regularity. The purpose of this note

is to prove f(R)n = feRn) employing the notion of a modular one-sided idEa' "hich
corres:Jonds to that of an almost maximal one-sided ideal.

:'. TllEORDl. feRn) = feR)n'

Proof. We shall prove f(Rn)~f(R)n' Let c; = (e,j) ERn. d'if(R)n. Assume

akh G: feR). Then there exists a modular maximal right ideal [ of R such that akh El; [.
Let [* = {(b,J El; Rn Ibkj E [. 1::;;: j ::;;:n}. We show that [* is a modular maximal right

ideal of Rn. Let (r'j) El; [. IVe shall prove that [* + (ri;) Rn = Rn> \vhich proves that [*

is a maximal right ideal of Rn. Clearly rkh G: [ for some h. Consider [+ rkhR. If [+ rkhR

=FR, then [+1'khR=[ because [ is maximal. Therefore rkhR~[. Let f= {xERI

xR ~ I}. Clearly f is a right ideal of R containing [. Since r kh E f, rkh G: [. f = R.

Hence R2 ~ I. Let e be a left identity modulo [. Then a E [ for all a E R. This is

impossible. Therefore [+ rkhR = R. Let f3 = (Yi;) be any matrix of Rn. Then there

exist S.lo 5'2' "', S'n in I and t hlo th2, "', th• in R such that s" + rhhthi = Y" for 1 ::;;: i :0:: n.

Let ")' denote the matrix having its k-th row as (Ski' Sk2' .. · .. ·' Sk.) and the remaining

elements zero. Then 1 E [*. Let 0 be the matrix whose h-th row is (t h1 , t h2 th.)

and the remaining elements zero. Then the k-th row of 1 + (rij)o is (YkI' Yk2.· Yb)'

Therefore (Yi..) - [1 + (r,JoJ E [*. Hence (Yil) E[* + (rij)Rn• since 1 + (r,JoEI* + (rij)R.

It follows that 1* + (riJ Rn = Rn. Moreover, eEkk is a left identity modulo 1* since for

e\'ery element rJ of Rn. rJ-eE..rJE/*. Since aEl;/*. it follows that aG:f(Rn).

To prove that f(R)n ~ feRn). suppose a = (au) E f(R).. We will show that

a E f(R.). We can suppose c; to te a matrix whose every element is zero except the

k-th row element, 1::;;: k ::;;: n. Suppose et El; feRn). Then there exists a modular maximal

right ideal r such that a EI;]*. Let E be a left identity modulo]*. Then there exists

an element pi in Rn such that (a + J*) f3' = E +]* since M = Rn-]* is an irreducible Rn

module. Set f3 = Cp'. Then f3-E E J*. It follows that f3 is a left identity modulo ]*.
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It is easily seen that ,8 E N(j") , fJ $. j*. We will show that p $. J(R). and this fact

proves that et $. J(R).. Let 1 = bkkE••. Then 1 fJ = fJ2. But fJ2 $. j* since N(j*) - j* is a

division ring. Hence 1f3 $.]* and consequently 1 $. ]*. Let 1*= {pER. 11pE]*}. Then 1* is

a modular maximal right ideal in R. by the Prop03ition 2 in [1, p. 6J. If .0 E 1*,

1.0 E]*. Since fJ E N(j*) , fi1p E p. But p1p = 12.0 siT!ce /31 = 1 2• Hence "Ip E F.
Therefore "I E N(/*). Now 1 $.1*. For, suppose "I E 1*, then ,31 E j* and this implies

that 1 E P, which is a contradiction. Let 1 = {r E RI b"rE.k Er}. Then 1 is a right

ic~eal in R. Now bk• $.1; for suppose p = (r,;) E 1*, and r kk = bk•. We can a:::sume

r'j = 0 if i -=1= k. Then 1 2 = .0"1, which is impossible because "I E N(l*) , "I $./*. If we

sho's that 1 is modular maximal, then ,3 $. J(R) •.

We show now that 1 is modular maximal. Let z $. I. Then bazE•• ~]*. It follows

that p +bHzEkkR. = R. due to the fact that ]* is maximal and 1 $. 1*. Therefore there

exist (z,j) in j* and (t'J) in R. such that b••Ek• = (z,..) +bk,xEkk(t'J)' Let yE R. P03t

multiplying by yE", we get bk.yEa = bH.clkkyE.k+ (Z,JyEkb EO that bkk(y-xtkky)Ekk is in J*.

It follows that y-xtkkyE/, yE/+xR, and l+xR=R. Thus 1 is maximal. We show

now that b•• is a left identity modulo I. Let a E R. Then aEkk -,8aEk • E]* since ,8 is a

left identity modulo ]*. It follows that ,8aEkk-f32aEkk E j* because ,8 E N(j*). Rut

fJaEkk -fJ2aEkk = bkk(a-bkko)Ekk' Hence a-bkko E I. Q.E.D.
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